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ABSTRACT

This report describes the design of a power supply voltage monitor cap-
able of monitoring multiple de voltages simultaneously, indicating out-of-
tolerance voltages on one single lamp. Design data and temperature testing
resula are included for a given design, as well as a computer program for
obtaining data for the design of any additional system to be monitored.
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POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE MONITOR FOR BUILT-INl-TEST EQUIFMENT (BITE) APPLICATIONS

INTRODUCTION

A major goal in the Army today is the development of Built-In Test Equip-
ment (BITE) for determining the operational readiness of its electronic sys-
tems and for reducing the amount of required forward area maintenance. MaiL-
tenance Support Positive, the maintenance concept adopted by the Army, calls
for the development of BJTE to more easily identify and/or isolate equipment
malfunctions. The design work covered in '-his report pertains to such a cap-
ability; that of being able to monitor various working voltages developed by
an equipment'S power supply and !ndicate a m.alfunction, should one or more of
these voltages fail.

In that the developed circuitry is intended for use in a piece of elec-
tronic equipment, its size, weight, cost and power consumption were primary
considerationa.

This report covers the development effort from the initial design to and
through temperature testing. A computer program was also written and a run-
off prepared enabling any circuit designer, wishing to monitor supply voltages,
to choose the desired voltages and obtain an immediate runoff of the necessary
input resistors required to obtain a given set of tolerances.

DISCUSSION

Circuit Design

The basic circuit employed in this design is as follows:

eRI VHeI o v• •'u.A711

e2o A

- INDICATOR

en Rn VIN

GO
_1 VL



This circuit configuratioa, using the Fairchild Dual Comparator Type
/uA711, was selected to 2acilitate the monitoring of positive and negative volt-
age variations about a nominal value while still providing a single ended out-
put for the purpose of driving a lamp, meter, or any other type of indicating
circuit. Also, since the power suppljr monitor is intended primarily for BITE
applications, the use of a aual comparator in a single package reduces size,
weight, wiring complexity and power consumption compared to the use of two
single comparators working in parallel. For example, the use of a/4A711 in-
stead of two Pairchild, Type,/A710, comparators reduces the power consumption
by approximately 50%.

The general operation of the monitor is as follows:

Voltage variations appearJng at the input resistors (RI, R2 ,_, Rn)
cause Ilin to increase- or decrease. This, in turn, causes voltages to appear at
the non-inverting and i.'verting inputs of the comparators. If the voltage
variation is positive, it is compared with the upper threshold voltage (VH)
and, if larger, causes a positive voltage to appear at the outrut of the dual
comparator. Likewise, if the voltage variation is negative, lit is compared
with the lower threshold voltage (VL) and, if larger, also causes a positive
voltage to appear at the output of the dual comparator. Tn either rase, this
positive voltage may be used to trigger som6 sort of indicating p .vice.

A design procedure may be illustrated by going through a specific design
application in which three voltages are to be monitored to selected limits
with out-of-tolerance conditions indicated on an incandescent lamp. It should
be noted that while only three voltages are to be used in this particular ex-
ample, additional voltages could be monitored if necessary. The schematic
shown in Fig. 1 is the resultant circuit and will be referred to throughout
the design procedure.

Design Procedure

The specific design application is to monitor the following three volt-
ages to the stated accuracies:

eI = +24 volts ±10%

e2 = +12 volts ±10%

e 3 = +6 volts ±5%

The nominal values for ,. 12, 13, , 1 ,I are first selected. These
values -may be selected at random as .3ong as (11) (% tolerance on ek) =(I2)
(% tolerance on e 2 ) = = (In) (N tolerance on en). Also. when using the

"A711, I1 should be greater than UmA in order to minimize bias current drift.
These values determine the relative NO-GO trigger level. In this case, the
selected current values were,

11 = IrM, ej triggers NO-GO at a 10% variation

12 = imA, e2 triggers NO-CO at a 10% variation

1 - 2MA, e 3 triggers NO-GO at a 5% variation.
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Vin is then chosen at random, but wnen using the uA711, it m,•sL ue

within the ±5 volt input range of the amplifier (see Fig. 1),

Vin = 0 volts in this case.

Vin is then set to this preselected value by using an input resistor,
Rn, connected to a + or - reference voltage (in this case -6V), such that the
sum of all input currents = 0 at Vin.

RI, R2, . . . , Rn are then calculated,

B1  el - Vin 24 =
Il .7001

R e2 - Vin 12

2•12 .0-l = 12K=,

eR 3 - Vin 6
R3 - 13 .02= 3KL,

and

en - Vin -6
Rn -(Il+I2+I -. = 1500d.

VE, the upper threshold voltage, is then calculated,

ei x R'e

VH = Vin + Ri + R eq

2.4 X 923 =40.0j9 volts
24,000 + 923

Where ei is the c ean in any individual input voltage necessary to trig-
ger a NO-GO. Ri is the resistanoe in that leg. an( R'eq is the parallel equi-
valent resistance of z.:I input resistors except Ri.

VVH is the same, as c•in be expected, regardless of which input branch is

selected.

VL' the lower tnr'.shold voltage. is then 'ýalculated.

" X '.Re•
V = V', * -,089 volts

The calculution .:" VI a'ad V-. asszure that the input resistance of the
S.A711 (since operational. :_nplfifl,.'s rsl.ly have high input resistances) is
wmich greater than th. p'tra;.rL reos!,tanco if all the input resistors.



In order to obtain the refer'unce voltages needed for VH and VL, simple
zener diode networks are used. i.eferring back to Fig. 1, the impedance look-
ing into each upper and lower limit circuit should be about twice the equi-
valent resistance of all input resistors in parallel for impedance matching
purposes, -eq=.- = 1 1 1 0.89KA--,

++ 4- +. +
R* F,.,?R 2 12 3 1.5

Z (upper and lower limit circuit)z-l.78K.f-

Usiug a I'150 zener dtode rated at 4.7 volts,

and 4.7 (W 0.089 vo+tR

Rb R5 = 178X0--,

-R4 + R5

R4 = 181 4-n.(use 1.8K,^)

R5  = 94K t.c-(use 90K - 49)

iI (thru R4 and R5 ) = 954800

i 2 (thru zener) = 8.5 mA (spec)

i 3 (thru R6 ) = i + i22 8.5 mA

-- • 1.3
R6 =.-- = 153" (use 150-m)

Since VL = -VH in this design, the network for VL is the same as for VH
except that the zener diode polarity is reversed and B is now B •

In order to use the output of the /A711 for a lamp indicator, an inter-
mediate transistor switch was required to provide the necessary lamp current.
The switch corfiguration employed is shown in Fig. 1. In designing the switch,
the following parameters were used:

P =100 (2N2222)

VBE = 0.6 volts

SIC = 77.5 mA

Input Voltage = 4.8 volts, therefore,

SIb: Ic
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(4.6-.61
100 "8 R7  0.0775 A,

R 7 5.4 K-n- (use 5.6KA)

Approximating the resista.nce of the lamp to be 34Awhen hot,

12 - (34 x 0.0775) = 0.0775 A,

8RR8 120 _-iL

When the monitor circuit was energized and the input voltages set at
their nominal values, the lamp remained on. This was found to be a result of
the inpat resistors having• 5% tolerances. The value of two or more of the
resistors deviated from nominal in the same direction and by a magnitude such
that their cumulative effects caused an error exceeding that specIfied for the
voltages being monitored. Consequently, theAA711 detected the error and
caused the lamp to light.

Since the primary goal at this point was to demonstrate the circuit's
plus and minus NO-GO accuracy about a particular voltage, it was decided to
compensate for the resistor tolerances by normalizing the nominal value of the
voltages being monitored rather than modify the circuit by using precis•.on
components or trimming potentiometers. In real applications, trim pots or
more accurate resistors could be used to obtain circuit operation at the de-
sired nominal voltnges. Consequently, two (2) of the inputs, the 24 volt and
12 volt, were set at their nominal values and the 6 volt input set at 6.7
volts, the optimal Lsetting between the upper and lower NO-GO values. Tis
"is seen to be 11.7% above the nominal. The latter percentage was divided by
three (3), or 3.9%, and that much was added to the nominal 24 volts and 12
volts and subtracted from the nominal 6.7 volts. The new nominal voltages
monitored were then:

eI= 24.9 volts ± 10%

C2 12.4•' volts - 3(k

e3 ().47 voltz t :4

Test Results

Data were taken on the subject circuit at pom tempergture, O°C, Wag
* 50C C; also, abbreviated tests were madrŽ at -4 C ar,, + 7k C.

SThe data taken at room temperat,,re were more extensive than at, OC or
* 5( C and nay be found in Arpendix A of this report. In each of three (3)
cases, one (1) input voltage was alternately varied while the other two (2)
were held constant. As can be cen, the ae ur.ua,/y at rocm temperature was
no worse than 1.3%. Data were also taken, with one (1) input voltage held
-cnstant and the other two •2, varw-- w l ,vr"t! I" ,- d resu! ts. It, was.



noted, however, that when one (1) vo~tage was negative and the other positive
(tolerancewise), they added algebraically. It is thus possible to have a vol-
tage variation greater than that desired, when two (2) are off in opposite di-
rections.

In testing the circuit operation at 0 C, one (1) inpuw voltage was alter-
nately varied while the other two (2) were held constant. No error was worse
than 1.8%.

Using t,ýe same test procedure for operation at÷50 C, it was determined
that the may ',= error was 2.63%.

o 0
Abbreviated checks yere made gt+70 C and -40 C. The results were

slightly worse than aq 0 C and .. 50 C; however, no worse than 0.5% over and
above the errors at rC and+ 50PC in any case.

C-z•uter Program

In order to demonstrate the rapid versatility of the designa program
was written and a runoff prepared to facilitate a desired set of voltages and
tolerances to be monitored. This demonstrates how easily the input resistors
and the threshold voltages may be determined for almost any set of circum-
stances. The program may be found in Appendix B along with a set of the hypo-
thetical voltages and tolerances to be monitored. The subsequent runoff may
then be observed, tabulating all necessary resistances and threshold voltages.
It should be noted that the number of voltages to be monitored (N), Vin, the
1-alues and +olerances of the monitored voltages (Ei, %i), and I, must be
specified ini advance.

CONCLUIONS

The Power Supply Voltage Monitor described im this report is by no means
a panacea, since it does have limitations. First of all, the circuit Js s•b-
ject to algebraic cancellations due to two (2) or more voltages having toler-
ances with opposite signs resulting in a condition where the total voltage
variation appears very small even though the individual voltage tolerances

£ may be quite large. Secondly, in order to maintain the nominal voltage val-
ues to be monitored at their desired values, cumbersome trim pots or extreme-
ly accurate resistors must be employed. This has obvious disadvantages; how-
ever, in many real applications the circuit has a very definite use. In most
practical cases, incorrect power supply voltages tend to drift in the saxr. di-
rection precluding the first disadvantage. With a reasonably precise selec-
tion of resistors, the second disadvantage may be reduced considerably. All in
all, the circuit appears to have many useful applications in BITE and should
definitely be considered when prime field equipment is planned in the future.
Should a situation arise where three (3) or four (4), for example, voltages
are to be monitored very precisely, an individual monior should be employed
for each voltage. A photograph of the Power Supply Voltage Monitor (bread-
board) is shown in Figure 2.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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APPMWIX A. TZST DATA.

TESTS RUN AT ROOM T P41ATURE

1. 12Y & 6V coHsTA!T:

-NIIAL 1 ON + ON- ERROR 4- ERROR- REMARKS

12.4gV - -- -- _____

~6. k7v ...
• U-36V OT. 09V

24.9 V 27.39V 22.41V 27.75V 22.5 V 1.3 % 0.4 %

2. 24V & 6V CONSTANT:

-_____ +lo4 -oo Off ON- ERROR+ ERROR- EMARKS

24.9 V - __

6.JV -

O.05V 0 V
212.4Wt 3J.7 V 11.g2 V i..5V 11.2 V 0.365% 0

-24V& 12V COICTATh:

INaLn +5 5- Ca - ERROR + ERROR- REMARKS

211.9 V-.....

S12.115 ...... -

o.TOlV T 7lV
6.!o7V 6.79V 6.15V 6.8 v 6.16v 0.147% 0.163% -

4. 6v CONSTANT & 24v, 12v VAmymml Z :

NO• ÷+5% -5% c LIM ERROR+- ERROR- REMARKS

24.9 V 26.15 V 23.65 V - 0 0 0 0 Set at ±5%
__,,__ _spectivemly

o.03V o.08V
12.5V 13.o7 V 11.83 V 13.1 V U175 V 0.23% 0.676- -

6.TV..

9



APF:JDXC A (Cont-).

5. 12 V CONSTA!r and 24 v, b v VARYING-*5% and 2- 2•

.L~V JSJ.LU.LLIGHTLIH

NOMINAL 5 % 5 % 4- W' ON+ N ERROR4 ERROR- REM4ARKS
Set at ± 5,

24.9 V 26±15V 23.6 - - -vespectively

12.45v .. . . - - -

6.•v - 6.63A 6.31v 6.63V 6.31v I o 1 o

NOTE: When one (1) voltage is negative and the other positive (tolerance
wize), they add algebraically. It is thus possible to have a tolerance great-
er than that stated when two (2) are off in opposite directions.

TESTS RUN AT 0 C. (Actually -2 to -3 C)

1. 12 V and 6 V CONSTANT:
LIGHT LIW

NOMINAL + 10% - 10 ON + O- ERROR + ERROR- RE4ARKS

12.45v- - - .

_0.21V 0.19V
127.3V 39V 22.41V 27.6v 2l.6V I 0.77% 0.85% -

Gradual to full brightness.

2. 24 V and 6 V CONSTANT:

NOMINAL- + 10% -1( ON- ERROR+ ERROR- REMARKS

.6. .' .......
0.1 V 0.2 V12.45yV 13.7V 11.2V 1,bY II.0V o.7L- 1.8% -

3. 24 V and 12 V CONSTAM'r:
I LIGHT LIGHT .

NOMINAL r • "- . ON+ ON- ERROL+ EROR - REMMAWS

2 4 .9 ...

12.45Vj
0.( IV 0h7V

t.,. 47V -79 b.u~2V- o~i.i%4%

INOTE: On most rcadiUig! the brighjtness or' the li1g1ht was gradualJ.y increasing.
The readings, hoqe4ever, were r.4de aL maximum brightness.

10



APFMIX A (Cont).
0

TESTS RUN AT +50 C

1. 12 V and 6 V CONSTANT:

LIGHT LIGHT
-CKINAL +10% -1 oN- ERROR ERROR- R KS12.42V -.

6.41y -....
1. 06V 0.159V

f4.V 27.39V 22.41V 28.OV 123OV 2.229 2A 6

GRADUAL FAST

2. 24 V and 6 V CONSTANT:
LIGHT LIGHT

_ _ +10t -10 O_÷t ON- ERROR+ ERROR- REMARKS

•.9 v . .... --

6.47v - - - - - -
.IV 0.2V

12.45V 13.TV 1I.2V 13 8V u.V 0.73%. 178. -

GRADUAL FAST

3. 24 v and 12 v CONSTANT:
LIGHT LIN

INAL +±% .5% QEO ON- ERROR+ ERROR- REMARKS

24.9 v -. ....

12.O45V 0.02V

6.47v 6.79 Z 6.1Iv 6 6.7Tv o.88% .33% -

GRADUAL FAST

NOTES
- . Readings made at maximum brightness. If taken at minimum readable

brightness, the accuracies would be even better.
0

2. At +70 C, the results were slightly worse, 0 however, no worse than
an additional 0.5% over and above the errors at + 50 C in any case.

3- At -40 C, the results were again slightly worse, however, no worse
than an additional 0.5% over and above the errors at 0 C in any case.

1Ill



APPENDIX B.* COHtT'RM PROGRAM AND RUNOFF.

FILE:POWER -11/02/71 3:53 PM.

100 $INCLUDE SETUPR/RNDLIB
*200 REAL E(25),PCT(25),I(25),R(25)

300 CALL TIME ON
400 5 WRITE(1,100)
500 READ(1,/)N

* 600 WRITE(1,110)
700 READ(1,/)VIN

*800 WRITE(1,120)
900 DO 10 J:1,N-1
1000 WRITE(1,130)J
1100 10 READCI,/)ECJ),PCTCJ
1200 WRITECI,140)N
1300 READ(~,/)E(N)
1400 WRITE(1,150)

*1500 READCI,/)I(1)
1600 PCT(N):0.
1700 DO 20 J:2,N-1
1800 I(J)=I(l)*PCT(1)/PCT(J)
1900 IF (ECJ .EQ. 0.) I(J)=-VIN/ABS(VIN)*l(J)
2000 20 IF (E(J .NE. 0.) I(J):E(J/ABS(E(J))*I(J)
2100 I(N):0.
2200 DO 30 J=IN-1
2300 30 ICN):I(N)-I(J)
2400 DO 40 J:1,N
2500 IF (1(J) .EQ. 0.) R(J)=1.E50
2600 40 IF (1(J) .NE. 0.) R(J):(E(J-VIN)/I(J)
2700 SUMR:0.
2800 DO 50 J=2,N
2900 50 SUMR:SUMR+1./R(J)
3000 TERM=E(1)*PCTCI)*.01/(R(1)*SUMR+1.)
3100 VH:VIN+TERM
3200 VL:VIN-TERM
3300 WRITE(1,160)
3400 DO 60 J=1,N
3500 60 WRITE(1,170)JE(,'),PCT(J),I(J),R(J)
3600 WRITE(1,180)VIN,VHtVL
3700 WRITECI,190)
3800 READ(1,200)A
3900 IF(A .EQ. "YES")GO TO 5
4000 CALL TIME OFF
4100 100 FORMAT(//"N
4200 110 FORMAT("V(IN)
4300 120 FORMAT("ENTER THE VALUES OF -,IIH"E" AND -Z")
4400 130 FORMAT(I2)
4500 140 FORMAT("E(",I2,")
4600 150 FORMAT("1(l) ="
4700 160 FORMAT(////,8X,"E-,5X,-PERCENT",5X,"I",8X,-R",/)
4800 170 FORMAT(12,4(3X,F6.2))
4900 180 FORMAT(//OV(IN) :",F7.3,/"V(H) =",F7.3,/"V(L) :",F7.3)
5000 190 FORMAT(//////,-HAVE YOU ANY MORE DATA")
5100 200 FORMAT(A)
5200 END

NOTE- Wherover E's appe-ir in the te\t and on this runoff,
END QUIXLST 1.6 SEC. "hey are the same as the c's in Fic. 1. printer was only

able to print capital F-,.
COMPILI NG.

END COMPILE 8.3 SEC. 12



APPENDIX B (Cont).
TIME ON 1549

2 NOV 1971

N:

ENTER THE VALUES OF "E" AND "."

76,10-
2

7-6, 100-

?12, 15.-
4

5
?15,10.-
6

7-15,10*-
7

718,200-

?24, i 0-
9
?5,15.-
E(10)
?-6.-
I(1) -

?2'-

E PERCENT I R

1 6.00 10.00 2.00 2.00
2 -6.00 10.00 -2.00 4.00
3 12.00 15.00 1.33 7.50
4 -12.00 15.00 -1.33 10.50
5 15.00 10.00 2.00 6.506 -15.00 10.00 -2.00 8.50
7 18.00 20.00 1.00 16.0e
8 24.00 10.00 2.00 11.00
9 5.00 15.00 1.33 2.25

10 -6.00 0.00 -4.33 1.85

V(IN) : 2.0ee
V(h) : 2.126
V(L) : I1.274
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